
COMMUNITY DETECTION
(GRAPH CLUSTERING)



LOUVAIN ALGORITHM

Blondel, Vincent D., et al. "Fast unfolding of communities in large networks." Journal of statistical mechanics: theory and experiment 2008.10 (2008): P10008.



RESOLUTION LIMIT

• Modularity == Definition of good communities ?

• 2006-2008: series of articles [Fortunato,Lancicchinetti,Barthelemy]
‣ Resolution limit of Modularity

• Let’s see an example

Fortunato, Santo, and Marc Barthelemy. "Resolution limit in community detection." Proceedings of the national academy of sciences 104.1 (2007): 36-41.



RESOLUTION LIMIT
Let’s consider a ring of cliques

Cliques are as dense as possible

Single edge between them:
=>As separated as possible

Any acceptable algorithm=>Each clique is a community



COMMUNITY DETECTION

• Community detection is equivalent to “clustering” in 
unstructured data

• Clustering: unsupervised machine learning
‣ Find groups of elements that are similar to each other

- People based on DNA, apartments based on characteristics, etc.
‣ Hundreds of methods published since 1950 (k-means)
‣ Problem: what does “similar to each other” means ?



OTHER WEAKNESSES
• Modularity has other controversial/not-intuitive properties:

‣ Global measure => a difference in one side of the network can change 
communities at the other end (imagine a growing clique ring…)

‣ Unable to find no community:
- Network without community structure: Max modularity for partitions driven by random 

noise

• To this day, Louvain and modularity remain most used 
methods
‣ Results are usually “good”/useful
‣ Some newer methods gain popularity (SBM, Leiden,…)



OTHER WEAKNESSES

10 Chapter 2. State of the art

Guimera et al. [2004], as illustrated in figure 2.2. This is due to the fact that density het-
erogeneities in the distribution of edges arise from random fluctuation, an issue which was
further investigated in Reichardt and Bornholdt [2006]. What is more, modularity appears
to have a resolution limit: it is biased toward communities of a specific size, therefore
splitting larger communities and merging smaller ones Fortunato and Barthelemy [2007];
Lancichinetti and Fortunato [2011]. Indeed, finding communities in graphs is not just about
discovering densely interconnected groups of nodes. One also has to determine whether
these heterogeneities are stronger than expected from random fluctuations. Without consid-
ering this statistical significance, the node partition found cannot be rigorously interpreted.

Figure 2.2 – Adjacency matrix of a random graph (left), and the same matrix with nodes
reordered according to the maximum modularity partition (right). Modularity optimization
detects variation of densities that are present in the graph, but they are due to random
fluctuations and not to a block structure .

Graph embedding also often relies on the optimization of ad hoc objective functions Goyal
and Ferrara [2018]. As the feature vectors are learned using machine learning techniques,
the corresponding model has no direct interpretation and must be used as a black box.
What is more, as underlined in Tang et al. [2015, 2017], di↵erent embeddings can lead to the
same probability distributions, which makes even harder the inference, interpretation and
comparison of models learned from di↵erent observations.

2.3.2 Canonical and microcanonical ensembles

These issues illustrate the need for a principled parameter inference methodology. In par-
ticular, the use of probabilistic classes of models makes it natural to use the likelihood of a
parameter set Lp✓,Gq as an objective function

✓‹
“ argmax

✓P⇥
Lp✓,Gq

“ argmax
✓P⇥

P✓rGs

A of a random network with nodes ordered
Randomly (left) or according to Modularity maximization 

(right)



COMMUNITY DETECTION



RESOLUTION LIMIT
• Multi-resolution modularity 
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More a patch than a solution…



ALTERNATIVES

• Most serious alternatives (in my opinion)
‣ Infomap (based on information theory —compression)
‣ Stochastic block models (bayesian inference)

• These methods have a clear definition of what are good 
communities. Theoretically grounded



INFOMAP

• [Rosvall & Bergstrom 2009]

• Find the partition minimizing the description of any random 
walk on the network

• We want to compress the description of random walks

Rosvall, Martin, and Carl T. Bergstrom. "Maps of random walks on complex networks reveal community structure." Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 105.4 
(2008): 1118-1123.



INFOMAP

Random 
walk

Description 
Without

Communities
With communities

Huffman coding: short codes for frequent items
Prefix free: no code is a prefix of another one (avoid fix length/separators)



The Infomap method

• Minimise the expected description length of the random walk

Algorithm
1. Compute the fraction of time each node is visited by the random walker (Power-

method on adjacency matrix)

2. Explore the space of possible partitions (deterministic greedy search algorithm - similar to 
Louvain but here we join nodes if they decrease the description length)

3. Refine the results with simulated annealing (heat-bath algorithm)

by assigning short codewords to common events or objects and
long codewords to rare ones, much as common words are short
in spoken languages (19). Fig. 1B shows a prefix-free Huffman
coding for our sample network. Each codeword specifies a
particular node, and the codeword lengths are derived from the
ergodic node visit frequencies of an infinitely long random walk.
With the Huffman code pictured in Fig. 1B, we are able to
describe the specific 71-step walk in 314 bits. If we instead had
chosen a uniform code, in which all codewords are of equal
length, each codeword would be log 25! 5 bits long and 71!5 !
355 bits would have been required to describe the walk.

Although in this example we assign actual codewords to the
nodes for illustrative purposes, in general, we will not be
interested in the codewords themselves but rather in the theo-
retical limit of how concisely we can specify the path. Here, we
invoke Shannon’s source coding theorem (17), which implies that
when you use n codewords to describe the n states of a random
variable X that occur with frequencies pi, the average length of
a codeword can be no less than the entropy of the random
variable X itself: H(X) ! "#1

n pi log(pi). This theorem provides
us with the necessary apparatus to see that, in our Huffman
illustration, the average number of bits needed to describe a
single step in the random walk is bounded below by the entropy
H(P), where P is the distribution of visit frequencies to the nodes
on the network. We define this lower bound on code length to
be L. For example, L ! 4.50 bits per step in Fig. 1B.

Highlighting Important Objects. Matching the length of codewords
to the frequencies of their use gives us efficient codewords for
the nodes, but no map. Merely assigning appropriate-length
names to the nodes does little to simplify or highlight aspects of
the underlying structure. To make a map, we need to separate
the important structures from the insignificant details. We
therefore divide the network into two levels of description. We
retain unique names for large-scale objects, the clusters or
modules to be identified within our network, but we reuse the
names associated with fine-grain details, the individual nodes
within each module. This is a familiar approach for assigning
names to objects on maps: most U.S. cities have unique names,
but street names are reused from one city to the next, such that
each city has a Main Street and a Broadway and a Washington
Avenue and so forth. The reuse of street names rarely causes
confusion, because most routes remain within the bounds of a
single city.

A two-level description allows us to describe the path in fewer
bits than we could do with a one-level description. We capitalize
on the network’s structure and, in particular, on the fact that a
random walker is statistically likely to spend long periods of time
within certain clusters of nodes. Fig. 1C illustrates this approach.
We give each cluster a unique name but use a different Huffman
code to name the nodes within each cluster. A special codeword,
the exit code, is chosen as part of the within-cluster Huffman
coding and indicates that the walk is leaving the current cluster.
The exit code always is followed by the ‘‘name’’ or module code
of the new module into which the walk is moving [see supporting
information (SI) for more details]. Thus, we assign unique names
to coarse-grain structures (the cities in the city metaphor) but
reuse the names associated with fine-grain details (the streets in
the city metaphor). The savings are considerable; in the two-
level description of Fig. 1C the limit L is 3.05 bits per step
compared with 4.50 for the one-level description.

Herein lies the duality between finding community structure
in networks and the coding problem: to find an efficient code, we
look for a module partition M of n nodes into m modules so as
to minimize the expected description length of a random walk.
By using the module partition M, the average description length
of a single step is given by

L$M% ! q! H$"% " !
i!1

m

p@
i H$# i% . [1]

This equation comprises two terms: first is the entropy of the
movement between modules, and second is the entropy of
movements within modules (where exiting the module also is
considered a movement). Each is weighted by the frequency with
which it occurs in the particular partitioning. Here, q! is the
probability that the random walk switches modules on any given
step. H(Q) is the entropy of the module names, i.e., the entropy
of the underlined codewords in Fig. 1D. H(P i) is the entropy of
the within-module movements, including the exit code for
module i. The weight p@

i is the fraction of within-module
movements that occur in module i, plus the probability of exiting
module i such that #i!1

m p@
i ! 1 & q! (see SI for more details).

For all but the smallest networks, it is infeasible to check all
possible partitions to find the one that minimizes the description

L = 2.67 bits/step
Q = 0.25 Q = 0.50

L = 4.13 bits/step

Q = 0.00
L = 2.73 bits/step L = 4.68 bits/step

Q = 0.56

Map equation
ytiraludoMytiraludoM

Map equation

Map equation
Modularity

Map equation
Modularity

B

A

Fig. 2. Mapping flow highlights different aspects of structure than does
optimizing modularity in directed and weighted networks. The coloring of
nodes illustrates alternative partitions of two sample networks. (Left) Parti-
tions show the modular structure as optimized by the map equation (mini-
mum L). (Right) Partitions show the structure as optimized by modularity
(maximum Q). In the network shown in A, the left-hand partition minimizes
the map equation because the persistence times in the modules are long; with
the weight of the bold links set to twice the weight of other links, a random
walker without teleportation takes on average three steps in a module before
exiting. The right-hand clustering gives a longer description length because a
random walker takes on average only 12/5 steps in a module before exiting.
The right-hand clustering maximizes the modularity because modularity
counts weights of links, the in-degree, and the out-degree in the modules; the
right-hand partitioning places the heavily weighted links inside of the mod-
ules. In B, for the same reason, the right-hand partition again maximizes
modularity, but not so the map equation. Because every node is either a sink
or a source in this network, the links do not induce any long-range flow, and
the one-step walks are best described as in the left-hand partition, with all
nodes in the same cluster.

1120 " www.pnas.org#cgi#doi#10.1073#pnas.0706851105 Rosvall and Bergstrom

Expected decryption 
length of partition M

Cost of movement between modules, 
i.e. the frequency weighted average 
length of codewords Cost of movements inside the module

probability of between modules 
movements of a RW

probability of within modules movements 
of a RW
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The unrecorded visit rates on links q�!� and nodes p� can now be expressed:

q�!� = p
⇤
�p�!� (5)

p� =
X

�

q�!� . (6)

This so called smart teleportation scheme ensures that the solution is independent of where the random walker starts in
directed networks with minimal impact on the results from the teleportation parameter. A typical value of the teleportation
rate is � = 0.15, but in practice the clustering results show only small changes for teleportation rates in the range � 2 (0.05,0.95)
(24). For example, for undirected networks the results are completely independent of the teleportation rate and identical to
results given by Eq. (2). For directed networks, a teleportation rate too close to 0 gives results that depend on how the random
walker was initiated and should be avoided, but a teleportation value equal to 1 corresponds to using the link weights as the
stationary distribution. Accordingly, the unrecorded teleportation scheme also makes it possible to describe raw �ow given by
the links themselves without �rst inducing dynamics with a random walker. The Infomap code described in Sec. 2.2 can use
any of these dynamics described above, but we recommend the unrecorded teleportation scheme proportional to link weights
for most robust results.

The map equation is free from external resolution parameters. Instead the resolution scale is set by the dynamics. The
dynamics described above correspond to encoding one node visit per step of the random walker, but the code rate can be set
both higher and lower (26). A higher code rate can be achieved by adding self-links and a lower code rate can be achieved
by adding non-local links to the network (26). A higher code rate gives smaller modules because the random walker becomes
trapped in smaller regions for a longer time. The Infomap code allows to increase the code rate from the natural value of
encoding one node visit per step of the random walker.

2.1.2. Basic information theory
While the map equation gives the theoretical lower limit of a modular description of a random walker on a network, the
interactive map equation demo illustrates the description with real codewords. We use Hu�man codes (27), which are optimal
in the sense that no binary codes can come closer to the theoretical limit. However, for identifying the optimal partition of the
network, we are only interested in the compression rate and not the actual codewords. Accordingly, the Infomap algorithm
only measures the theoretical limit given by the map equation.

Shannon’s source coding theorem (28) states that the per step theoretical lower limit of describing a stream of n indepen-
dent and identically-distributed random variables is given by the entropy of the probability distribution. That is, given the
probability distribution P = {pi } such that

P
i pi = 1, the lower limit of the per-step codelength is given by

L(P) = H (P) ⌘ �
X

i
pi logpi , (7)

with the logarithm taken in base 2 to measure the codelength in bits. In other words, no codebook with codewords for the
events distributed according to P can use fewer bits on average.

Accordingly, the best compression of random walker dynamics on a network is given by the entropy rate (28)
X

�
p�H (p�!� ), (8)

which corresponds to the average codelength of specifying the next node visit given current node position, averaged over
all node positions. This coding scheme takes advantage of the independent and identically distributed next node visits given
current node position, but can not be used to take advantage of themodular structure of the network. Instead, themap equation
uses the extra constraint that the only available information from one step to the next is the currently visitedmodule, or that the
random walk switches between modules, forcing independent and identically distributed events within and between modules.
From this assumption naturally follows a modular description that is maximally compressed by the network partition that best
represents the modular structure of the network with respect to the dynamics on the network.

2.1.3. The mathematics of the map equation
Given a network partition, the map equation speci�es the theoretical modular description length of how concisely we can
describe the trajectory of a randomwalker guided by the possibly weighted, directed links of the network. We useM to denote
a network partition of the network’s n nodes into m modules, with each node � assigned to a module i . We then seek to
minimize the description length L(M) given by the the map equation over possible network partitions M. Again, network
partition that gives the shortest description length best captures the community structure of the network with respect to the
dynamics on the network.

The map equation can be expressed in closed form by invoking Shannon’s source coding theorem in Eq. (7) for each of

• Shannon’s source coding theorem (Shannon’s entropy)
for a probability distribution P = {pi}

Finding the optimal partition M:

Sum of Shannon entropies of multiple codebooks weighted by the rate of usage



INFOMAP

• To sum up:
‣ Infomap defines a quality function for a partition different than modularity
‣ Any algorithm can be used to optimize it (like Modularity)

• Advantage: 
‣ Infomap can recognize random networks (no communities)
‣ Good results in practice, fast.



STOCHASTIC BLOCK MODELS

• Stochastic Block Models (SBM) are based on statistical models 
of networks

• They are in fact more general than usual communities.

• The model is:
‣ Each node belongs to 1 and only 1 community
‣ To each pair of communities, there is an associated density (probability of each 

edge to exist)



Stochastic block models

Properties:
• Every vertices in a same module are statistically equivalent
• Vertices in a module are connected by a random graph
• Emergent degree distribution is a combination of Poisson distributions

Generating networks
1. Take N disconnected nodes

2. Connect each u,v ∈ V nodes with probability Eb(u),b(v)

Mod. maximization: Girvan Newman

Several of the most popular community detection algorithms
have as objective to discover the partition of highest modularity.
This is a di�cult problem, and thus existing approaches are based
on heuristics.
The original method by Girvan and Newmana �rst builds a den-
drogram by iteratively removing the edge of highest between-
ness. It is called a divise approach: At the top of the dendrogram,
there is a single community, then �, �, � etc., until each node is
in its own community. Modularity is used as a criterium to cut the
dendrogram.

aGirvan and Newman ����.

Mod. maximization: Louvain method

The Louvain methoda is certainly themost usedmethod for com-
munity detection. Its objective is to optimize the modularity using
a greedy, agglomerative approach:
Step �: Optimizing modularity at a hierarchical level

• Each node starts in its own community

• Repeat until convergence:

�. FOR each node, compute the gain in modularity of
adding it to the community of each of its neighbors

�. choose the decision that increases the most the
modularity (the best decision can be to keep the
node in the same community)

Step �: Global algorithm

• Repeat until convergence:

�. Optimize modularity for the current hierarchical
level according to Step �

�. Move to a higher hierarchical level by computing
an induced network: each community becomes
a node, the weight of the edge between nodes/-
communities i and j corresponds to the number of
edges between nodes of ci and nodes of cj .

The result of Louvain algorithm is therefore a hierarchy of com-
munities.

aBlondel et al. ����.

Louvain Algorithm

Illustration of the Louvain algorithm from Traag, Waltman, and
Eck ����

Louvain method strengths and weak-

nesses

The main reason explaining the popularity of the Louvain method
to this day is its scalability: The algorithm is very scalabel in prac-
tice on real graphs, for several reasons: �)It is a greedy approach,
�) By checking only the interest of moving to neighbor’s commu-
nities, it bene�ts from the sparsity of networks, �)Modularity gains
of a partition change can be computed locally, using its de�nition
as a sum of independent values for each community.
Another advantage of the Louvain method is that results at lower
hierarchical levels can naturally mitigate the problem of the res-
olution limit, for instance on the ring clique example, Louvain �nd
each clique in its community at the �rst level, and only in a second
level yield the problematic partition.
However, it has also be showna that the greedy nature of the al-
gorithm could lead to having counter-intuitive structures, such as
disconnected communities. The authors thus introduced a variant
of the algorithm called Leiden, solving this problem.

aTraag, Waltman, and Eck ����.

Infomap

Infomapa is a method based on an objective function di�erent
from theModularity. Its objective is toMinimize thedescription of

an average random walk in the network, i.e. maximize the com-

pressionof thedescription of such awalk. More formally, the code
length to minimize for partition C is described as:

H(C) = qH(y) +

|C|X

i

p
i
H(�i)

with q the probability for a move to be between modules,H(y)
the information required to encode a move between modules, pi

the probability for amove to be inside community i andH(�i) the
information required to encode a move inside community i.
A greedy optimization algorithm, similar in nature to the one of
Louvain, is then used to minimize this description length.
ComparedwithModularity, themain advantageof this approach is
that it does not �nd communities in random networks. It is known
also to su�er from a resolution limit, although not exactly similar
to the one of Modularity.

aRosvall and Bergstrom ����.

Infomap Algorithm

Illustration of the Infomap Algorithm by the authors.

Stochastic Block Models (SBM)

A stochastic block model is a random graph model de�ned by:
k number of blocks
b n ⇥ 1 vector such as bi describes the index of the

block of node i.
E k ⇥ k stochastic block matrix, such as Eij gives

the number of edges between blocks i and j (or
the probability to observe an edge between any pair
of nodes chosen with one node in each of the two
blocks).



STOCHASTIC BLOCK MODELS
• SBM can represent different things:

‣ Associative SBM: density inside nodes of a same communities >> density of 
pairs belonging to different communities.



STOCHASTIC BLOCK MODELS

• Being able to represent any block preference is powerful and 
potentially relevant

• Problem: Often hard to interpret in real situations.
‣ SBM can be “constrained”: we impose that intra d.>inter d.



STOCHASTIC BLOCK MODELS

• General idea of SBM community detection:
‣ Specify the desired number of cluster
‣ Find parameters to optimize the maximum likelihood

- Principle: The best parameters are those that allow to generate the observed network with 
the highest probability

• Main weakness of this approach
‣ Number of clusters must be specified (avoid trivial solution)



STOCHASTIC BLOCK MODELS

• Solution to the number of blocks problem:

• [2016 Peixoto]
‣ Minimum Description Length (MDL) (Occam’s razor)
‣ We minimise the cost of encoding 

- The model (its parameters)
- The graph knowing the model



STOCHASTIC BLOCK MODELS

Peixoto, Tiago P. "Bayesian stochastic blockmodeling." arXiv preprint arXiv:1705.10225 (2017).

Information Theoretic Formulation
S + L

S = − log2P(A |k, e, b)

L = − log2P(k, e, b)

# bits necessary to encode the 
graph knowing the model

# bits necessary to encode the model

Objective = maximize the graph compression.
-Too many communities: over-complexifying the model
-Too few communities: Harder to encode the graph, since the model provides few useful 
information
Occam’s razor

Model cost (bits)

A: adjacency matrix
k: degree sequence
e: Matrix of edges between blocks
b: partitions



STOCHASTIC BLOCK MODELS

• To sum up:
‣ SBM have a convincing definition of communities
‣ In practice, inference usually slower than louvain/infomap
‣ But more powerful
‣ Can also say if there is no community
‣ And also suffer from a form of resolution limit

• Less often used, but regain popularity since works by Peixoto.
‣ Variants: degree-corrected, overlapping, corrected for clustering…



EVALUATION OF 
COMMUNITY STRUCTURE



EVALUATION

• We intuitively “know” what are good communities

• But we have:
‣ Several mathematical formulations
‣ Several optimisation (greedy…) algorithms that might introduce biases.

• How to know which method to use ?



EVALUATION

• Two main approaches:
‣ Intrinsic/Internal evaluation

- Partition quality function
- Individual Community quality function 

‣ Comparison of observed communities and expected communities
- Synthetic networks with community structure
- Real networks with Ground Truth



INTRINSIC EVALUATION



INTRINSIC EVALUATION

• Partition quality function
‣ Already defined: Modularity, graph compression, etc.

• Quality function for individual community
‣ Internal Clustering Coefficient 

‣ Conductance:  

- Fraction of external edges

|Eout |
|Eout | + |Ein | :

# of links to nodes inside 
(respectively, outside) the 

community

|Ein | , |Eout |



COMPARISON WITH 
GROUND TRUTH



SYNTHETIC NETWORKS

• Planted Partition models:
‣ Another name for SBM with manually chosen parameters

- Assign degrees to nodes
- Assign nodes to communities
- Assign density to pairs of communities
- Attribute randomly edges

‣ Problem: how to choose parameters?
- Either oversimplifying (all nodes same degrees, all communities same #nodes, all intern 

densities equals…)
- Or ad-hoc process (sample values from distributions)



SYNTHETIC NETWORKS



SYNTHETIC NETWORKS

• LFR Benchmark [Lancichinetti 2008]
‣ High level parameters:

- Slope of the power law distribution of degrees/community sizes
- Avg Degree, Avg community size
- Mixing parameter: fraction of external edges of each node

‣ Varying the mixing parameter makes community more or less well defined

• Currently the most popular



SYNTHETIC NETWORKS



SYNTHETIC NETWORKS

• Pros of synthetic generators:
‣ We know for sure the communities we should find
‣ We can control finely the parameters to check robustness of methods

- For instance, resolution limit…

• Cons:
‣ Generated networks are not realistic: simpler than real networks

- LFR: High CC, scale free, but all nodes have the same mixing coefficient, no overlap, …
- SBM: depend a lot on parameters, random generation might lead to unexpected ground 

truth (it is possible to have a node with no connections to other nodes of its own 
community…)



REAL NETWORKS WITH GT

• In some networks, ground truth communities are known:
‣ Social networks, people belong to groups (Facebook, Friendsters, Orkut, 

students in classes…)
‣ Products, belonging to categories (Amazon, music…)
‣ Other resources with defined groups (Wikipedia articles, Political groups for 

vote data…)

• Some websites have collected such datasets, e.g. 
‣ http://snap.stanford.edu/data/index.html

http://snap.stanford.edu/data/index.html


REAL NETWORKS WITH GT

• Pros of GT communities:
‣ Retain the full complexity of networks and communities

• Cons:
‣ No guarantee that communities are topological communities.
‣ In fact, they are not: some GT communities are not even a single connected 

component…

• Currently, controversial topic
‣ Some authors say it is non-sense to use them for validation
‣ Some others consider it necessary



REAL NETWORKS WITH GT

• Example: the most famous of all networks: Zackary Karate 
Club

If your algorithm find the right 
communities,

Then it is wrong…



MEASURING PARTITION 
SIMILARITIES

• Synthetic or GT, we get:
‣ Reference communities
‣ Communities found by algorithms

• How to measure their similarity ?
‣ NMI => AMI
‣ ARI
‣ …



MEASURING PARTITION 
SIMILARITIES

• NMI: Normalized Mutual Information

• Classic notion of Information Theory: Mutual Information
‣ How much knowing one variable reduces uncertainty about the other
‣ Or how much in common between the two variables

• Normalized version: NMI
‣ 0: independent, 1: identical

• Adjusted for chance: aNMI AMI(U, V ) =
MI(U, V ) − E{MI(U, V )}

max {H(U ), H(V )} − E{MI(U, V )}



MEASURING PARTITION 
SIMILARITIES

For all pairs of clusters taken in different partitions

Probability for a node picked at random to belong to both x and y

Probably for a node picked at random to belong to x



ALGORITHMS COMPARATIVE 
ANALYSIS

Lancichinetti, Andrea, and Santo Fortunato. "Community detection algorithms: a comparative analysis." Physical review E 80.5 (2009): 056117.



ALGORITHMS COMPARATIVE 
ANALYSIS

ASONAM ’19, August 27–30, 2019, Vancouver, BC, Canada Michele Coscia

Figure 1: ASN . Nodes are community detection algorithms.
Node size: sum of total edge weights. Node color: commu-
nity a�liation –multicolored nodes belong tomultiple com-
munities. Edge width: number of times the two algorithms
returned similar partitions. Only including links exceeding
null expectation. Link color: signi�cance, from dark (high)
to light (low, but still signi�cant with p < .00001).

The NC backbone requires a parameter � , which controls for
the statistical signi�cance of the edges we include in the resulting
network. We set the parameter to the value required to have the
minimumpossible number of edges, while at the same time ensuring
that each node has at least one connection. In our case, we set
� = 19.5, meaning that we only include edges with that particular t-
score (or higher), which is roughly equivalent to say thatp < .00001.

Again, note that we are not imposing the ASN to be connected
in a single component. Under these constraints, ASN could be just
a set of small components, each composed by a pair of connected
algorithms.

4 ANALYSIS
4.1 The Algorithm Similarity Network
We start by taking a look at the resulting ASN network. We show
a depiction of the network in Figure 1 – calculated using the oNMI
MAX similarity function and setting � = 19.5 for the noise cor-
rected backboning. The network contains all the results, both from
synthetic and from real-world networks.

The �rst remarkable thing about ASN is that it does have a
community structure. The network is sparse – by construction,
this is not a result –: only 9% of possible edges are in the network.
However, and this is surprising, clustering is high – transitivity is
0.47, or 47% of connected node triads have all three edges necessary
to close the triangle.

For these reasons, we can run a community discovery algorithm
on ASN . We choose to run the overlapping Infomap algorithm
[38]. The algorithm attempts to compress the information about
random walks on the network using community pre�x codes: good
communities compress the walks better because the random walker
is “trapped” inside them.

The quality measure is the codelength necessary to encode ran-
domwalks. The codelength gives us a corroboration of the presence
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Figure 2: The (complement of the) cumulative edge weight
distribution of the fullASN : the probability (y-axis, log scale)
that an edge has a weight equal to or larger than a certain
value (x-axis, log scale).
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Figure 3: The correlation between theASN weights using dif-
ferent oNMI variants: (left) MAX vs LFK; (middle) MAX vs
SUM; (right) LFK vs SUM. Each dot is an algorithm pair and
the color represent how many pairs shared a given oNMI
score combination.

of communities. Without communities, we need ⇠ 8.52 bits to en-
code the random walks. With communities, the codelength reduces
to ⇠ 4.48.

Figure 2 shows the complement of the cumulative distribution
(CCDF) of the edge weights of ASN before operating the backbon-
ing. We can see that, while the distribution is not a power-law –
note the log-log scale –, it nevertheless spans multiple orders of
magnitude, with a clear skewed distribution. In fact, 50% of the
edges have a weight lower than 10 – only in 10 cases out of the pos-
sible 960 + 819 the two algorithms were in the top �ve most similar
results –, while the three strongest edges (.1% of the network) have
weights of 1,453, 1,519, and 1,540, respectively.

This means that the distribution could have been a power-law,
had we performed enough tests. In any case, such broad distribution
justi�es our choice of backboning method, which is speci�cally de-
signed to handle cases with large variance and lack of well-de�ned
averages.

4.2 Robustness
In developing our framework, we made choices that have repercus-
sions ASN ’s shape. How much do these choices impact the �nal
result? We are interested in estimating the amount of change in
ASN ’s topology, speci�cally whether it is stable: di�erent ASN s
calculated with di�erent procedures and parameters are similar.

The �rst test aims at quantifying the amount of change intro-
duced by using a di�erent oNMI measure. Recall that our o�cial
ASN uses the MAX variant. There are two alternatives: LFK and

ASONAM ’19, August 27–30, 2019, Vancouver, BC, Canada Michele Coscia

ID Col ¯|C | Avg Size d̄ Q̄ c̄ Avg Ncut
1 Red 19.7979 9.0942 0.3220 0.2200 0.7423 0.7674
2 Blue 5.6520 16.4769 0.2627 0.1102 0.5542 0.7100
3 Green 4.8948 11.9844 0.2580 0.1118 0.6288 0.7407
4 Purple 10.3702 11.0140 0.2917 0.0333 0.7555 0.8033
5 Orange 4.2852 17.0505 0.2329 0.0863 0.5963 0.7483

Table 2: The averages of various community descriptive statistics per algorithm group. ¯|C |: Average number of communities.
Avg Size: Average number of nodes in the communities. d̄: Average community density. Q̄ : Average modularity – when the
algorithm is overlapping we use the overlapping modularity instead of the regular de�nition. c̄: Average conductance – from
[24]. Avg Ncut: Average normalized cut – from [24].

Figure 5: TheASN focusing exclusively on overlapping com-
munity discovery algorithms. The legend of the �gure is the
same as the one for Figure 1.

and therefore smaller – communities, which tend to be denser but
also to have higher conductance.3 This is another warning sign for
uncritically accepting modularity as the de facto quality measure to
look at when evaluating the performance of a community discovery
algorithm. It works perfectly for the methods based on the same
community de�nition, but there are other – di�erent and valid –
community de�nitions.

Other interesting facts include the almost identical average mod-
ularity between community 2 – whose algorithms are explicitly
maximizing modularity – and community 3 – which is based on
spreading processes. Community 1 has higher internal density, but
also higher conductance and normalized cut than average, showing
how overlapping approaches can �nd unusually dense communities,
sacri�cing the requirement of having few outgoing connections.

The categories we discussed are necessarily broad and might
group algorithms that have signi�cant di�erences in other aspects.
For instance, there are hundreds of di�erent ways to make your
algorithm return overlapping communities – communities shar-
ing nodes. Our approach allows us to focus on such methods to
�nd di�erences inside the algorithm communities. In practice, we
can generate di�erent versions of ASN , by only considering the
similarities between the algorithms in the “overlapping” category.

3Community 1 returns more communities, but it is composed by overlapping algo-
rithms, which can return more communities without necessarily make them small, as
they can share nodes. Thus its communities are larger than one would expect given
their number.

Note that this is di�erent than simply inducing the graph from
the original ASN , selecting only the overlapping algorithms and
all the edges between them. Here we select the nodes and all their
similarities and then we apply the backboning, with a di�erent –
higher – � threshold. In this way, we can deploy a more stringent
similarity test, that is able to distinguish between subcategories of
the main category.

Figure 5 depicts the result. Infomap divides the overlappingASN
in three communities, proving the point that there are substantial
sub-classes in the overlapping coverage category. There are strong
arguments in favor of these classes being meaningful, although a
full discussion requires more space and data. For instance, consider
the bottom-right community of the network (in blue). It contains
all the methods which apply the same strategy to �nd overlapping
communities: rather than clustering nodes, they cluster edges. This
is true for Linecomms [12], HLC [1], Ganet+ [33], and OLC [3]. The
remaining methods do not cluster link directly, but ASN suggests
that their strategies might be comparable.

We can conclude that ASN provides a way to narrow down to
subcategories of community discovery and �nd relevant informa-
tion to motivate one’s choice of an algorithm.

4.4 Ground Truth in Synthetic Networks
The version of ASN based on synthetic LFR benchmarks allows an
additional analysis. The LFR benchmark generates a network with
a known ground truth: it establishes edges according to a planted
partition, which it also provides as an output. Thus, we can add a
node to the network: the ground truth. We calculate the similarity
of the ground truth division in communities with the one provided
by each algorithm. We now can evaluate how the algorithms per-
formed, by looking at the edge weights between the ground truth
node and the algorithm itself. In the MAX measure, this means the
number of times the algorithm was in the top similarity with the
ground truth and vice versa.

Table 3 shows the ten best algorithms in our sample. We do not
show the worst algorithms, because MAX is a strict test, and thus
there is a long list of (21) algorithms with weight equal to zero,
which is not informative. The table shows that the best performing
algorithm are Linecomms, OSLOM, and the overlap version of
Infomap.

Should we conclude that these are the best community discovery
algorithms in the literature? The answer is yes only if we limit
ourselves to the task of �nding the same type of communities
that the LFR benchmark plants in its output network. Crucially,

All methods Overlapping only
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Rank Algorithm oNMI MAX
1 linecomms 165
2 oslom 73
3 infomap-overlap 64
4 savi 62
5 labelperc 57
6 rmcl 54
7 edgebetween 41
7 leadeig 41
7 vbmod 41
10 gce 32

Table 3: The ten nodes with the highest MAX edge weight
with the ground truth node in ASN – using exclusively data
from the LFR synthetic networks.
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Figure 6: The number of sets of 10 random nodes (y-axis)
with a given avg path length between them. The black line
shows the observation. The blue line shows the average path
length of ASN .

this does not include all possible types of communities you can
�nd in complex networks. To see why this is the case, consider
again ASN from Figure 1. The ten nodes listed in Table 3 are not
scattered randomly in the network: they tend to be in the same
area. Speci�cally we know that the ground truth node is located
deep inside the blue community, as most of the top ten algorithms
from Table 3 are classi�ed in that group.

We can quantify this objectively by calculating the average path
length between the ten nodes, which is equal to 2.51 – on average
you need to cross two and a half edges to go from any of these ten
nodes to any other of the ten. This is shorter than the overall average
path length in ASN , which is 3.25. We test statistical signi�cance
by calculating the expected average path length when selecting ten
random nodes in the network. Figure 6 shows the distribution of
their distances. Only seven out of a thousand attempts generated a
smaller or equal average path length.

We conclude this section with a word of caution when using
benchmarks to establish the quality of a community discovery
algorithm, which is routinely done in review works and when
proposing a new approach. If the benchmark does not �t the desired
de�nition of community, it might not return a fair evaluation. If
one is interested in communities based on neighborhood similarity
– the green community in Figure 1 – the LFR benchmark is not the
correct one to use. Moreover, when deciding to test a new method

against the state of the art, one must choose the algorithms in the
literature �tting the same community de�nition, or the benchmark
test would be pointless. This warning goes the other way: assuming
that all valid communities look like the ones generated by the LFR
benchmark would impoverish a �eld that – as the strong clusters in
ASN show – does indeed have signi�cantly di�erent perspectives
of what a community is.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper we contributed to the literature on reviewing com-
munity discovery algorithms. Rather than classify them by their
process, community de�nition, or performance, here we classify
them by their similarity. How similar are the groupings they return?
We performed the most comprehensive analysis of community dis-
covery algorithms to date, including 73 algorithms tested over more
than a thousand synthetic and real world networks. We were able to
reconstruct an Algorithm Similarity Network – ASN – connecting
algorithms to each other based on their output similarity. ASN con-
�rms the intuition about the community discovery literature: there
are indeed di�erent valid de�nitions of community, as the strong
clustering in the network shows. The clusters are meaningful as
they re�ect real di�erences among the algorithms’ features. ASN
allows us to perform multi-level analysis: by focusing on a spe-
ci�c category, we can apply our framework to discover meaningful
sub-categories. Finally, ASN ’s topology highlights how projecting
the community detection problem on a single de�nition of commu-
nity – e.g. “a group of nodes densely connected to each other and
sparsely connected with the rest of the network” – does the entire
sub-�eld a disservice, by trivializing a much more diverse set of
valid community de�nitions.

By its very nature, this paper will always be a work in progress.
We do not claim that there are only 73 algorithms in the community
discovery literature that are worth investigating. We only gathered
what we could. Future work based on this paper can andwill include
whatever additions authors in the �eld feel should be considered –
and they are encouraged to help us by sending suggestions and/or
working implementations to mcos@itu.dk. The most up to date
version of ASN will be available at http://www.michelecoscia.com/
?page_id=1640. Moreover, for simplicity, here we focused only on
algorithms that work on the simplest graph representations. Sev-
eral algorithms specialize in directed, multilayer, bipartite, and/or
metadata-rich graphs. These will be included as we re�ne the ASN
building procedure in the future.
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OTHER MESO-SCALE 
ORGANIZATIONS



MESO-SCALE

• MACRO properties of networks: 
‣ degree distribution, density, average shortest path…

• MICRO properties of networks: 
‣ Centralities 

• MESO-scale: what is in-between
‣ Community structure
‣ Overlapping Community Structure
‣ Core-Periphery
‣ Spatial Organization (another class)



CORE-PERIPHERY
• Already introduced in the first class, k-cores, etc.



OVERLAPPING COMMUNITIES

• In real networks, communities are often overlapping
‣ Some of your High-School friends might be also University Friends 
‣ A colleague might be a member of your family
‣ …

• Overlapping community detection is considered much harder
‣ And is not well defined

• Difference between “attributes” and overlapping 
communities ?
‣ Community of Women, Community of 17-19yo, Community of fans of…



OVERLAPPING COMMUNITIES

• Many algorithms
‣ Adaptations of modularity, random walks, label propagations…
‣ Original methods
‣ Many local methods (local criterium), unlike global optimization for non-

overlapping methods.



OVERLAPPING COMMUNITIES

• Motif-based definitions:
‣ Cliques

- Of a given size
- Maximal cliques

‣ N-cliques 
- Set of nodes such as there is at least a path of length <=N between them
- Generalization of cliques for N>1
- Computationally expensive



K-CLIQUE PERCOLATION

• (Other name: CPM, C-finder)

• Parameter: size k of atomic cliques

• 1)Find all cliques of size k

• 2)merge iteratively all cliques having k-1 nodes in common



K-CLIQUE PERCOLATION



HIERARCHICAL 
COMMUNITIES

Lancichinetti, Andrea, et al. "Finding statistically significant communities in networks." PloS one 6.4 (2011): e18961.



NESTEDNESS


